
 

Sili-Mitts Extra Long Heat Resistant Oven 
Mitts - 1 Pair (Set of 2). Made of Silicone. 
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The best pair of extra long heat resistant oven mitts you have ever owned has arrived! 
Sili Mitts Silicone Oven Mitts are made with a high-quality silicone outer shell and a soft quilted 
lining, offering you superior protection and comfort. These long and heat resistant mitts will 
allow you to easily carry burning hot cast iron, right out of the oven. 

User Guide For Sili-Mitts Extra Long Heat Resistant Oven Mitts 
This guide is for the Sili-mitts available at https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AGU2G5K  

 
1. Are the mitts BPA-free?: Yes, the silicone outer shell is BPA -free and 100% FDA 

Approved Food Grade Silicone, making it safe for you and your family. The lifted 
pattern on the silicone adds extra safety by allowing for a greater grip. 
 

2. Do you get one pair or two?:  You receive 2 silicone heat resistant oven mitts in your 
purchase. 
 

3. How heat resistant are these oven mitts?: Our oven mitts are heat resistant up to 
482F or 250C. 
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4. Are these mitts for left and right hands?: These oven mitts are ambidextrous, the non 
slip grip pattern is on the front and back of each oven mitt allowing you to wear the 
gloves in the most comfortable way for you. 
 

5. Are the oven mitts waterproof?: Yes, The entire silicone outer layer of the extra long 
heat resistant mitts is waterproof, which can protect you from steam and grease splatter. 
The black fabric on the very end of the forearm is not waterproof but is fully washable. 

 
 

6. Are they durable, long lasting mitts?: Yes, our extra long heat resistant oven mitts are 
built to last you years to come. 

 
 

7. How size are the oven mitts?: The Sili mitts are 5 ¾ inches wide and 13 1/2 inches 
long. 
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8. Is the fabric part in the middle of the mitts removable?: Although our extra long heat 
resistant mitts inner lining is not completely removable as it is sewn in along the arm, you 
can pull it out to clean the inner lining with ease. 

 
9. Are the Sili-Mitts extra long heat resistant oven mitts washable?: Yes, they are 

washable. You can clean the waterproof silicone mitts with just soap and warm water, 
right in the kitchen sink. Then wipe the extra long oven mitts dry or hang them from the 
convenient attached loop. Although our mitts are tough enough to withstand the machine 
washing, we recommend you attempt the gentler hand-washing approach. (We put ours 
in the wash with towels and it works great)
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